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I would like to wish all members of the Roundhay 
community a happy and successful school year.  We will 
continue to do ‘whatever it takes’ to ensure that every 
pupil enjoys their time at Roundhay School, makes 
excellent progress and develops into the young people 
who through their attitude, appearance and kindness 
are ‘Recognisably Roundhay!’
 
Thank you once again for all your trust and support!

It is always a real pleasure to welcome you to our latest 
edition of ‘The Roundhay Way’ magazine.  As ever, you will see 

and events that have taken place at Roundhay School.  
Roundhay is a vibrant school which is ambitious for all its 
pupils, and I hope that this magazine demonstrates that we 
do try to ensure that every day is remarkable.
 

that much of what we take for granted at Roundhay, is actually 
far from common-place; in fact, there are a whole raft of 
reasons why we can proudly claim that what happens here 
really does not happen everywhere! This is not an accident, it 
is achieved through a combination of supportive 
parents/carers, pupils who have been willing to rise to the 

 
“Proud” is often over-used, but I am incredibly proud of this 
community, and eternally grateful for everyone’s willingness 
to pull together and ‘step up,’ even at the most challenging of 
times.
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Matthew Partington 
Headteacher 
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Welcome back to a new year at Roundhay School. We want 
all our pupils to have a settled and happy year where they 
are both academically and personally successful. We also 
look forward to a year where we see all our trips, events 
and extra-curricular opportunities back in full force. 

A particular welcome to the parents and carers of our new 
Year 7 pupils, who have made a fantastic start to their time 
at Roundhay. They are already demonstrating they are 
‘Recognisably Roundhay’ in the way they conduct 
themselves around school and how focused and engaged 
they are in lessons. 

Since we returned a few weeks ago, Year 7 have already 
experienced two fantastic Enrichment Days allowing them 
to get to know their form and form tutors even better. We 
have also taken the vast majority of Years 8-10 for a 
rewards trip to Flamingo Land and Year 11 will be soon 

weekly clubs and activities is now up and running – we 
want all pupils to take advantage of the brilliant 

and zero tolerance on any kind of name calling - we want all 
our pupils to be kind in their words and actions. All year 

Welcome to
The Roundhay Way

Jenny Hogarth 
Head of Secondary

groups have contributed to our Roundhay Kindness 
Charter which we will share with parents in the next few 
weeks – it sets out what we think being kind means and 

make Roundhay an even kinder, more compassionate and 
happier place.
 
‘Be Responsible. Re Resilient. Be Ready to Learn. Be 
Roundhay’ are our core values and underpin all we do as a 
school. We want our pupils to understand, live by and take 
these values with them beyond their time at school - to be 
‘Recognisably Roundhay’.

Thank you for all your on-going support.
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Welcome to Roundhay –

By Mr T Clements

The second day of Year 7 is an enrichment day 
focused on building team spirit with each form. 
An enrichment day is a day where students are 

something to develop their character. Students 
make and design t-shirts to represent their 
forms; complete an orienteering challenge to 

We take transition seriously at Roundhay School. It is an 
important opportunity for us to get to know our newest 
members of our school community and to make sure that 
they feel excited to start life at the Secondary Campus. We 

“Recognisably Roundhay”.

opportunity to welcome our new pupils with a postcard 
and we launch the Roundhay Transition website for the 
new Year 7.

We then spend time going into our feeder primary schools 
and meeting your child’s teachers. Even in these 
unprecedented times, we utilise Zoom to make sure that 
we discuss every child. We also try to meet the pupils as 

much as possible to answer their questions and to make 
them feel secure about starting at Roundhay School.

In the build up to the transition days, we launch the ‘Twelve 
Days of Roundhay’ where we send pupils a new video 

set them challenges to help them be ready for Roundhay.

We then hold a three-day transition event at the end of 
June. This is where pupils will get to meet their new form 
and form tutor. They will spend three days immersing 
themselves in the life of the school. We host a meeting for 
new parents at the end of the transition event to make 
sure that all your questions are answered.

And when September comes around, the new Year 7 
cohort have the following to look forward to:

"I really enjoyed transition because of 
the cookies from Mr Clements at 

breaktime!"

- Year 7 student

moment for the new cohort as they all 

time. They will spend most of the day with 

and having their photos taken. They will 

First Day of School

Team Building Enrichment Day
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Students will camp for one night at 
school with their form. They will take 

pizza supper and watch a nearly 
midnight movie.

Across the week, during a double 
period [either 1/2 or 3/4] forms will be 
taken out into the school outdoor 
classroom for a breakfast picnic. The 
form will share in the food together and 
will play a few games as a form with 
their form tutor.

"I was nervous but excited at the start. I 
was excited that we were able to be 

mature enough to walk around school by 
ourselves, but I was really nervous that I 

would get lost - but with the map I didn't 
get lost once.  I was also excited about the 
new subjects that we get to do way more 

of than we did in primary school, like DT, 
art and cooking and computing."  

- EW, Year 7

the only one coming from my primary school, so I 
didn't know many people at all.  However from the 

transition day everyone was instantly welcoming and I 
made friends.  The teachers were kind and they 

few days of year 7 we did activities so we could get to 
know the people in our form, and for the next few 

weeks our teachers brought us to our lessons until we 
knew how to get to them ourselves.  Overall Roundhay 

made the transition from year 6 to Year 7 really 
comfortable." 

- MB, Year 7

Transition Picnic

Roundhay Sleepover

parents will have the opportunity to meet 
the form tutors and to discuss how their 
child has settled at school. Parents will 
also be able to attend a number of talks to 
hear about key parts of school life such as 
the Core Learning Plans, Home Learning 
and the Character Journey.

Meet the Form Tutor Evening
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Mr T Jackson

enrichment day was designed to get to know their Form 
Tutor and their peers whilst having lots of fun in the 
process. Each year-group has two enrichment days per 
year, whereby their usual timetable is collapsed, in order to 

The Year 7 day had a teambuilding theme that saw pupils 
tested with many problem-solving tasks including crossing 
an imaginary river using tyres, ropes, crates. Teams had to 
get each person's entire body through a hula hoop in the 
quickest time possible. This always leads to imaginative 

their artistic skills by making their own T-shirt that were 
meant to represent their form. These self-designed 
T-shirts will be worn on future trips and residentials. 

challenges. Wrecking ball, human football, pole joust and 

front of school to create scenes reminiscent of summer 
family fun days that we have not seen so often during 
Covid times. 

It was a great pleasure to witness so many pupils at a 
school that is completely new to them laughing, having fun 
and interacting with people they have only just met. This 

beyond to create a memorable experience for pupils on 
only their second day at school. Events such as this one 
that form part of the character curriculum help 
enormously in creating a positive atmosphere within 
year-groups and help to shape pupils into becoming 
outstanding model young citizens.
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Mr T Jackson

Years 8, 9 and 10 attended their reward trip to Flamingo 
Land, owed from the last academic year. Visiting on a 
glorious sunny day, when most other schools were back 
after the holidays, ensured that pupils had the best 
possible experience. Popular rides had short queues and 

kind of lengthy wait. Pupils made the most of the time they 
had to explore the park in friendship groups and test their 

seconds recreating the acceleration of a top superbike or 

loops and g-forces of up to 4.7g. These extreme rides are 
not for the faint hearted, but it was lovely to see so many 
happy faces, even if there were a few involuntary screams 
along the way. 

Rides understandably are not for everyone which is 
what makes Flamingo Land the perfect destination. 

surroundings of the park and well-kept Zoo which 

to see some of the most exotic, rarest and interesting 

rhino, hippos, lions, birds, reptiles and many more. 
Shows in the Zoo allowed pupils to get close and 
personal with some of the animals as well as learn 
about their habits and routines. It was fabulous to 
receive such positive feedback about pupil behaviour 

on a school trip, and it was pleasing that Roundhay 
has made such a positive impression. We look 

later in the academic year.
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So much more to school than just lessons!
By Mrs R Tustain

for everyone. Come along and get involved!

As a ‘Music Champion School’ we are delighted to be able to 

These opportunities are enriching, character building and 
available to all pupils.

As well as curriculum music lessons with our team of 
experienced and enthusiastic music teachers, we also have a 
team of peripatetic instrumental and vocal teachers who visit 
school each week and deliver small group and individual 
lessons. These instrumental and vocal experts teach pupils 
from year 4 through to year 13, from beginners to A level 

diverse range of instruments: strings, guitars, piano, drums, 
woodwind, brass and singing, as well loaning instruments for 

learn a musical instrument.

Alongside these additional lessons we have a vibrant 
extra-curricular timetable which provides opportunities for 
group music making during lunchtimes and after school. These 
activities are led by a combination of teachers, instrumental 

Highlights of the school calendar are our regular concerts and 
events, in particular the Christmas and Summer concerts, in 
which all our various ensembles perform alongside soloists 
and small groups from across the whole school. We also have 
visiting musicians working with our students and have strong 

ties with other local music providers including ArtForms, 

We were delighted to welcome Back Chat Brass to work with 
some of our Year 7 pupils in September 2021. We also work 
closely with the Drama department to produce our highly 
acclaimed school productions twice a year; a senior and junior 
musical which enables more pupils to get involved.

The ultimate experience in the Music department has to be 

Belgium, Austria and Holland. We will next be touring in July 

open to all pupils across the school who have instrumental 
lessons and/or participate in music extra-curricular activities. 
Pupils perform three concerts on tour whilst also sampling the 
local culture, visiting local attractions and enjoying a variety of 
entertainment. The highpoint of the tour is often the student 
led cabaret evening on the last night! The music tour enables 
pupils from across year groups to develop friendships through 
their love of music. Recognising the high level of commitment 
our students give to music rehearsals and practice, the tours 
reward their commitment, responsibility and dedication whilst 
also developing further skills in communication and 

memories stay with pupils for life!

For further information on instrumental lessons, music 
extra-activities or the upcoming music tour, please email 
rtustain@roundhayschool.com

Clubs will start from Monday 20th September 2021. Speak to your Music teacher for more information.
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By Mrs R Tustain

sectors to close and has only just started to reopen now 
that the government have relaxed restrictions on 
audience numbers and venue capacities. 

With months of Zoom calls, Teams meetings and virtual 
assemblies, the school music department decided to 
take our annual concerts online. 

Starting with our Christmas Concert in December 2020, 

weeks prior to the streaming date – however, that plan 
soon changed after the new variant of the virus caused 

isolate.  But the show must go on, and that it did!  With 
students recording their performances at home and a 
small number of performers recording in school, we had 
a concert that was enjoyed by over 300 people from the 
comfort of their homes.  

The challenges faced by the production team for the 

July 2021 our music department joined forces with the 
Creative Arts team to bring you a Virtual Summer 
Showcase – a celebration of our musical, vocal, and 
acting talents from across the school.  This was an 
enjoyable production and really showcased what our 

give us a rendition of Elton John’s I’m Still Standing, with 

school.  A massive thank you to Mr Field from 
Computing for bringing everyone together for this 
project. 

We are really looking forward to welcoming audiences 
back to our Christmas Concert in December 2021 – 

www.ticketsource.co.uk/roundhayschool

You can keep up to date with everything happening in 
the music department on our twitter page - 
@rsch_music
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In July 2021, we took 200 Year 8 pupils on a three-day 
residential to Caythorpe Court in the heart of the 
Lincolnshire countryside. It was a brilliant way to end 
a year like no other as our pupils had the opportunity 
to show their responsibility and resilience.

opportunity to take part in two challenging activities. 

the top of a tower before sliding across a wire at 
electrifying speed with amazing views of countryside. 
And the second saw pupils working as a team to build 
a raft that would allow them to cross a lake. 

all the pupils ended up in the lake; whether they fell 
in or were pushed in by their friends!

After an enjoyable dinner, there was a choice of 
evening activities for pupils that they will never forget. 
Some pupils dodged the showers to take part in an 
interactive Cluedo; solving a mystery by working 
together. Whilst the rest of the pupils gathered 
together to watch England play Denmark in the 

when Harry Kane scored the winning goal will stay in 
everyone’s memories for a long time.

We woke up early on Thursday for a full day of 
exciting and adventurous activities. Pupils had the 
opportunity to climb a Jacob’s Ladder, learn bush 
craft skills and work together in team building games. 
Each challenge gave pupils the opportunity to show 
their resilience and work together as a team. 

By Mr T Clements By Mr T Clements 

Year 7. In true Roundhay spirit, however, we planned a 
Summer Spectacular to celebrate the incredible 
resilience shown by our students.

We invited Year 7 pupils to come back into school on a 
Thursday evening in July to take part in the Roundhay 

points as they could towards the Roundhay Cup.

another form. There was a lot of team spirit shown as 
pupils worked hard to win the games for their form. The 
second challenge was all about teamwork and 
communication. Pupils were sat in a line and had to pass 
water from a bucket at the front to a bucket at the back. 
It is fair to say that more water ended up on the pupils 
than in the buckets; luckily it was a beautiful summer 

challenge was a game of hand ball on the AstroTurf. It 
was brilliant to see the pupils working together with the 
friends that they had made across the year.

After the hard work of an inter-form competition, 
everybody was ready for something to eat. Mr Jackson 
had organised a pizza picnic for the pupils to enjoy with 
their form. It was brilliant to see all of the pupils laughing 
and enjoying the summer sunshine.

The next day was a special event planned just for Year 7. 
It was an additional Enrichment Day but the focus was 
on fun. All pupils took part in three activities over the 
course of the day with a barbeque for lunch in between.
The Art Department organised a street art workshop 
which taught students how to make animal masks in a 

course and crazy golf. Finally, on the tennis courts, Mr 
Clements and some sixth form helpers had organised a 

dodging super soakers, water bombs and water pistols 

All in all, Year 7 had an absolutely fantastic time and 

year of secondary education. It just goes to show, events 
like this don’t happen everywhere.
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two further activities to test their resilience. The 

blindfolded and led on a walk through the forest. 
They had to climb over barriers and duck under 
walls, communicating all the time, to make sure 
everyone could get through. 

We were tired but were full of excitement about the 
memories that we made that will last well beyond 
our pupils’ time at school.  In the summer term a large number of Year 9 

pupils showed their bravery by signing up for the 
challenging Junior Warrior course at Bramham 
Park. This 5km muddy runner type event with 
demanding obstacles along the way is enough to 
test even the most determined characters. Pupils 
displayed incredible resilience to negotiate over 15 
tough obstacles including 'the bog of doom' and 
'slip and slide'. It was delightful to see pupils 
working together to ensure that in typical 
Roundhay spirit 'no child was left behind'. There 
was an atmosphere of pure excitement, albeit with 

attitude, and sheer stubbornness to get stuck in 
and give it 100% makes us extremely proud. They 
can truly call themselves Roundhay Warriors!

By Mr T Jackson
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July 2021.  The sun is shining, it is the hottest week of the 

pandemic swept across the country.  With new shows, 
new presenters, a new colour scheme and all the 
enthusiasm our listeners have come to expect, we hit 

Summer 2020.

addition to the station, our new presenting team of Ben, 
Isaac and Ivan talked their way through 90 minutes of 
upbeat discussion, tech reviews, the latest songs, and 
the return of Ben’s ‘Game of the Day’.   

Luke then took over the mics to bring you Sports Mix. 
Lots to talk about in the world of sport with football and 
tennis in the forefront of discussions in the run up to 

students from his year group and some members of 

news coming from the sporting world. 

Lunch Hour was back with Sam at the helm. This show is 
possibly our most chaotic of the day with a lot of 

hour-long show.  This was made even more challenging 

By Mr D Dainter

capacity and sanitising everything between guests. 
Test the Teacher was back with team members from 
departments across the school going head-to-head 
to win the glory of being crowned ‘Roundhay’s 
Cleverest Teacher!’   The History department were 

our Head of Music who defeated Miss Shelton from 
the MFL Department.

on one of our school sayings, ‘We Are Roundhay’.  
This show is all about what it means to be 
“recognisably Roundhay” and was ably led by a very 
talented group of Year 8 girls. They interviewed Mr 
Jackson and Mr Clements about what it means to be 
Roundhay, and how they tie this into activities in 
and out of school.

reins for our ‘Reconnect’ show.  We always have a 
show dedicated to our theme for the year, and this 
year we thought it would be great to show the ways 
in which everyone is reconnecting after being apart 
for so long.  Lanre has a great journalistic style 
when interviewing his guests and this came across 
brilliantly in his show.  Guests included Mr Field (IT), 
Mr Draper (PE), Mrs Powley (CEE) and the Sixth 
Form team.  They were asked about the things that 
they were getting up to during lockdown, the 
challenges of online learning and what there is to 
look forward to now we’re all back face to face. 

2021 was a year for new faces and new presenting 
teams – ‘Musicology’ is our next show to have a bit 
of a facelift, as we welcomed our Year 9 presenters 
to bring a new spin on our music show.  With our 
theme of Reconnect in the forefront of their 
planning, the team wanted to throw open a section 
of their show and play your requests – and we had 
some great requests!  Picking a genre of music each 
day to focus on, the team played some songs, did a 
quiz, talked through some of the trivia about the 
artists and made sure to interact with their 
audience who were enthusiastically tweeting into 
the show. We look forward to more of them 
throughout the year.
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“The most enjoyable part of doing live week is just 
being live.  It’s a weird thing to explain but it gives 
you a buzzing energy as though you’re performing 
a Shakespearian soliloquy.”  – Jude V

“After all the hard work of planning before the live 
week to see it come together is one of the best 
things about radio.  Also, the sense of team energy 
when everyone is helping each other out.” – Luke R

“Ah, good question… well, I would have to say my 
favourite part of radio week is when the hard work 

having fun and interacting with the audience.”
– Ben S

“My favourite part of live week is the enjoyment of 
coming up with a schedule for the day’s broadcast 
and devising with friends for the day’s discussions.” 
– Derry W

‘Tropical Island Tracks’ format is a great way of 

volunteer to take part and to be interviewed.   Miss 
Bartholomew was joined on her island this year by 
Mrs Roo (Psychology), Mr Mattinson (Deputy Head), 
Mrs Melville (Head of Year 13), Mr Burkill 
(Geography) and Mr Clements (Assistant 

throughout the week gave us some incredible 
music to listen to.  ‘Tropical Island Tracks’ will be 
later in the year when Miss Bartholomew returns 
from her maternity leave.  A massive 

Jude and Esben were then back in the ‘Chat Show’ 
hot seats as they discussed the hot topics and 
issues facing our young people now, as well as 

the country.  The boys were joined by special 

they navigated some in depth conversations.  
Finally, in an unscheduled addition to the week, 
Sam returned with the ‘Roundhay Roundup’, a 
show dedicated to looking back at the day and 
highlighting the best bits from each show as well as 
playing one last game.  Friday saw the return of a 

presenters who have sat in the roundup seat 
before him.

created and presented by the young people of 

team.  We caught up with some of the young 
people who are paramount to the success of the 
station to see what they had to say about this 
year’s live week and the station in general. 

What is your favourite part of our live week, 
and why?

“My favourite part is when we get teachers and 
students involved in quizzes and games.   It’s 
always a good laugh, whether I’m hosting or taking 
part in someone else’s.” – Sam B

Jude V - Chat Show

Sam B - Lunch Hour

How would you like to see Roundhay Radio 
progress in the future?

“I would like to see more people involved from 
teachers, students and our Primary campus.” 
– Derry W

“I’d love to see it expand towards the younger 
years.  At the moment we have a lot of older 
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Luke R - Sports Mix

Lanre - Reconnect

The music choices were also excellent this year!” – 
Derry W

Do you have any words of encouragement for 
anyone wanting to get involved in Roundhay 
Radio?

you’re presenting but the sooner you start doing it, 
the sooner you’ll see how fun radio is and all the 
skills you will learn.” – Ben S

didn’t have a clue what I was doing but I took the 
step into the unknown and went from there. You 
will pick up quickly what you are doing and build 

people who will answer your questions and give 
you as much help as you need.” – Luke R

who you trust to make a good show with.  I also 
believe that some level of preparation helps.  And 
the most important factor… have fun!” – Derry W

“To those of you wanting to join, I would most 

members, but seeing younger years show an 
interest will bring a great dynamic to the station.”
– Sam B

“I hope to see Radio carry on a successful 
student-led station and see even more students 
from younger years come through to see the 
station continue for many years to come. I would 
also like to see new ideas for new shows and 
segments with the new people that join the team.” 
– Luke R

“I would love to see Radio on a regular schedule 
with our favourite shows on every week!” – Ben S

“In the coming years I really hope the station is able 
to grow its programming and create more 
award-winning content.” – Jude V

What do you think the most successful part of 
‘Reconnect 2021’ was, and why?

“Reconnect was the perfect theme for this year!  
After the tumultuous events of the past 18 months, 
having a live week dedicated to reconnecting with 
normality was an amazing thing for students and 
hopefully the audience as well.” – Jude V

“The most successful part of this year is probably 
just being able to actually sit in front of our 
microphones and do it face to face!  It was way 
more fun and brought better content when we 
could all see each other, unlike last year when we 
were presenting from home.” – Sam B

“I think it was all very successful, but in my opinion 
the most successful part was the amazing new 
musicology team and how well they suited the 

“It was so successful because after the year 
everyone had it was just good to be back in the 
studio. The year before didn’t feel like the proper 
show, but everyone was eager to get back to it face 
to face in our world class studio.” – Luke R

“The various topics covered on the radio this year 
helped me learn about things that I would have 
considered learning.  I enjoyed the interviews with 
teachers as this granted me a huge insight into 

R O U N D H A Y S C H O O L

done Roundhay Radio, I have had a taste of all aspects 
that go into running a radio station.  So, if you’re 
interested in tech, production, presenting or anything else, 
sign up and give it a try!” – Jude V

the school calendar!  I think some people might get scared 
at the thought of having an audience, but the beauty of 
radio is that you can’t see them! Basically, you’re having 
fun with your mates, and you forget about everything 
else.” – Sam B

As our team have said, if you want to get involved with 
Roundhay Radio in school, you can speak to Mr 
Dainter or Mr Belle in the Media department, and they 
will be able to point you in the right direction.

Roundhay Radio would not be in the position we are in 
right now without the amazing support of one of our 
award sponsors, Broadcast Bionics.  The team at Bionics 
have gone above and beyond time and time again to help 
us get our studio set up as professionally as possible 
through donations of equipment and the continued after 
care that we received.  In July 2021, we were visited by 
Kirsten and Phill from Broadcast Bionics and their trade 
show van to show us some of the other equipment that is 
on the market and what is being used in the big studios 
across the country.  Sam, Jude, and Luke were lucky 
enough to be involved in this visit and had great pleasure 
in showing the team around our world class studio space.  
A massive thank you to Kirsten, Phill and everyone at 
Bionics for their support.

We are very excited to be planning a more regular 
schedule of content to be broadcast throughout 
the week as well as our Christmas and Summer 
live weeks.  More information will be sent out 
about this as it becomes available. 

You can keep up to date with everything that is 
happening at Roundhay Radio by following us on 
Twitter and Instagram @RoundhayRadio.  
If you would like to contact us, email 
radio@roundhayschool.com

© Photo Credits – Dan Dainter on behalf of Roundhay Radio
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By Mrs A Powley

There’s been some great careers learning 
happening at Roundhay School! 

Given the challenges of the last twelve months, the 
Careers Enrichment and Engagement Team (CEE) have 

programme which incorporated some exciting and 
challenging opportunities for our students. 

There’s been some great careers learning 
happening at Roundhay School! 

Working with 50 volunteers from more than 20 business 
partners, across three days, 352 students from Year 10 
and Year 11 took part in virtual mock interviews. Every 
student rose to this challenge and received individual 
feedback from their Interviewer which focussed on 
attitude, enthusiasm, communication and how well they 
were able to “sell” themselves. 

This was a great opportunity for students to develop 
their employability skills and engage with employers in a 
way which, as we know, is being more widely used 
across workplaces.   We were delighted with the way 
students responded and embraced this activity.   

100% of students developed their speaking and/or 
listening skills.

93% of students felt they had improved their interview 
techniques.

93% of students said they improved their self 

“Despite a challenging 20-21 academic 
year, during which we have moved 
elements of your programme to virtual 
delivery, the strong partnership between 
Roundhay School and Ahead Partnership 
has enabled us to meet and exceed our 
joint objectives. We have ensured that the 
students have access to quality provision 
and opportunities which you have come 
to expect from us, and we look forward to 
working with you and your students again 
next year.” 
Leonie Matthews, Project Manager, 
Ahead Partnership. 

R O U N D H A Y S C H O O L

“I found it useful because it gave me 
experience of an actual interview and the 

and allow me to do better next time.” 
– Year 11 Student.

“I learnt how to talk with a complete stranger. 
I learnt what makes a good answer to an 
interviewers question.” 
– Year 11 Student.

“It was great to be able  to share our roles an 
answer any questions the students had.”
– PwC Volunteer.

We were delighted to work with Year 5 at our 
Primary Campus when we were joined by Gay, a 

Henry Boot and Sam, from the Police Criminal 
Investigation Department. The students learned 

sectors as well as the kind of careers interventions, 
support and opportunities they can expect once 
they transition to our Secondary school. 

Careers,
Enrichment &
Engagement.
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This event is aimed at giving students an insight 
into the farming and agricultural environment. They 
experience the sights, sounds and smells of the 
Great Yorkshire Show and everything that is good 
about British farming, agriculture and food 
products.

Students can also see for themselves what jobs 
and careers are available in this sector as well as 
enjoy the variety of events and entertainment in 
the main ring.  It’s a fantastic day out for students 

fun. 

This year was especially exciting as ITV asked to 
follow us for part of the day and talk to students 
about their experiences.  The students were 
interviewed by the ITV reporters and appeared on 
“the telly” the day after. 

Added excitement came as some of the students 
also managed to attract the attention of Prince 
Charles as he wandered around the Show. He 
asked them which school they came from and how 
they were enjoying the day.  Kiran even managed a 

Manufacturing

Sound Leisure Ltd, MPM Bradford, MPAC Lambert, 

Property & Construction

PLC, Amalida Properties, Landsec, Galliford Try, 

Mott MacDonald, Rebar D and D, Turner & 
Townsend.

Professional Services

Provident Financial Plc, KPMG, The Works 

Education

Digital

Other

Ambulance Service, West Yorkshire Fire Service, 
West Yorkshire Police Dept of Health & Social Care, 

Leeds.
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our partners from Shine and provide additional 1:1 
impartial career information, advice and guidance 
to almost all our Year 12 and Year 13 students.  This 
was a huge under-taking but it is vital for our 
students to have quality time with a careers 
professional and the opportunity to discuss their 
hopes and aspirations as well as develop a plan to 
take forward. 

provided invaluable support to students across Key 
Stages 4 & 5.   

Mrs Mearns is in school every Monday and Tuesday 
and as well as helping to deliver bespoke 
programmes provided by the CEE team, she 
focuses on giving independent careers advice to 
students during Year 11. This includes information, 
advice and guidance on Post 16 options, all levels of 
Apprenticeships, grade and entry level 
requirements for Roundhay Sixth Form and other 
external providers. Year 11 students also receive a 
handy booklet “Shaping Your Future”, which 
provides more details around Further and Higher 
Education, Student Finance, Careers and 
Employability, Study Skills and Self Care. 

The CEE team continue to work hard to ensure we 
are “addressing the needs of every pupil” and that 
appropriate and timely provision is available across 
all year groups.    We remain committed to 
providing the best possible careers education and 
to continuously improve this provision through 
strong working relationships with our many and 
varied business partners across a variety of 
sectors.  

During this coming year our aims and objectives 
are to develop our careers programmes and 
provide broad and stimulating engagement and 
enrichment opportunities for our students. We 

challenge ourselves to ensure students are 
informed, prepared and motivated for the world of 
work, are realistic about their future and can 

We are often looking for support from sector 

Health and Medical Careers Showcase and our 
Careers Carousel. These event will be held in the 
Spring term and if any parents/carers feel they can 

contact us at RoundhayCEE@roundhayschool.com 

careers tool which can support the development of 
important employability skills and qualities. Every 
student at Roundhay School in Year 7 and above 
has very easy access to this information-packed 

If you need further guidance please contact a 
member of the Careers Enrichment and 
Engagement Team or visit our website at:   
roundhayschool.org.uk/secondary-school/
parent-student-information/careers-enrichment-
and-engagement/
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Resource Centre
By Mrs B Brining

Albert Einstein said, “The only thing you absolutely have 

newly imagined and fully refurbished library will be right 
in the heart of Roundhay school, and we are almost 
ready to throw open the doors and welcome everyone 
in…and it’s ALL thanks to you!  

The role of the school library has changed and before 
the pandemic we would expect around 800 pupils to 
use the library each week, to access information, relax 
and learn, to read books and access web resources.  We 
had over 100 pupils who ate breakfast in the library 
each week, completing homework and watching the 
news before school starts.  We also held pupil/parent 

mornings in the library.  By July 2021 we desperately 
wanted to create a space which would inspire all our 
pupils and their families, but recognised that the Library 
hadn’t been refurbished for almost twenty years.

We had a vision for what we wanted, and there was 

1. To provide a well-stocked library

3. To develop the school’s reading culture

4. To recruit the best person to lead this process

In order to realise our plans, we received funds raised by 
Friends of Roundhay (our school charity) as well as a 
host of private donations.  This meant we were able to 
restock our library with the latest best sellers and new 
versions of the classics, to subscribe to some 
newspapers and magazines, and to partially update our 

materials for all the exam courses taught at Roundhay.  
We have more to do but we are well on our way.

Gale Walton is our new LRC Leader.  She is 32 and has 
been an avid reader all her life. As a young mum she 
enjoys the quiet time before bedtime when she reads 
with her own children.  She recognises the 
importance of reading every day and encourages 
everyone at Roundhay School to do the same - and 
that includes everyone from our new pupils in 
Reception right up to our students in Year 13 and 

everyone.

When she was 29 she won the highly commended 
title of Waterstones book seller of the year and she 
has arrived at Roundhay School with an awesome 

and the kinds of books our children want to read.

a whirlwind of removing and replenishing books, 
ordering and building(!) furniture.  Miss Walton was 

give up their holidays, saying “We had a full team who 
helped to move shelves and re-zone the space to 

using the library during the months ahead.  It’s been 
a real labour of love and lots of fun.”

Miss Walton wants everyone to use the library saying, 
“There is a book for everyone and if you come and 

fun.  If you come into school please come and see us; 
we want to thank you for all your support.”

R O U N D H A Y S C H O O L

So, we think, that all in all, Einstein was probably right; 
the only thing you absolutely need to know is the 
location of the library and we hope to see you there 
soon.

You made a wish come true!

Thank you to everyone who bought a book(s) from our 
amazon wish lists. Friendship groups can read books 
together, choosing from a range of award-winning books 
which are displayed in the centre of the library where 
pupils can enjoy looking at them together.  

our pupils more books.  If you would like to donate a 
book please go to: 

amazon.co.uk/hz/wishlist/ls/
145ED037QDIMJ?ref_=wl_fv_le

Meet  three 
Roundhay Readers

After two weeks of settling into Year 7 we caught up 

Isse Adbi, 
Alex Rider
When do you read in school?
We read in forms and also if we have 
completed our work or after a test.

Have you visited the library yet?
I’ve been to the library a few times 
already.

What is it like?
The library is spacious and well 
organised.

Why is reading important?
Reading helps you with your 
vocabulary and learning new words.

What genres do you enjoy?

books

What are you going to read next?

Henley Smith,
Diary of a Wimpy Kid
When do you read in school?
We read at the beginning or the end 
of a lesson.

Have you visited the library yet?
I’ve been to Starbooks where we 
learn about the library and make new 
friends.

What is it like?
It is great to have a look and explore.  
It’s a big explore!

Why is reading important?
Reading helps you learn.  It’s good to 
get right into a book.

What genres do you enjoy?
I like funny books.  Comedies.

What are you going to read next?
I’m going to read all the Diary of the 
Wimpy Kid books.

Milo Singh,
Skysteppers, Harry Potter
When do you read in school?
I read at lunchtimes.

Have you visited the library yet?
I’ve been to Starbooks to watch and 
read Wonder.

What is it like?
I like the comfy seats where you can 
sit and read.

Why is reading important?
Reading also helps with spelling. I like 
having the pictures in my head. You 
use your imagination.

What genres do you enjoy?
Action!

What are you going to read next?
I’m looking forward to reading 
outside in the summer
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